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An overview and functional description of an editor for host files using Direct View Storage Tubes (DVST) with enhanced refresh capabilities is given. Tekedit is an editor designed to augment a system editor for creating or modifying host files using a graphics terminal as the display device. The initial implementation of Tekedit is for a Tektronix 4114 on an IBM 4341 running VM/CMS. written to eliminate the effort of editing all graphics source or data files on alphanumeric display terminals and to eliminate the frustration of using the system editor on the graphics terminals.
OVERVIEW
There were four primary goals in the design of Tekedit:
• Functionality
• Speed
• Modularity o Portability
Tekedlt was written In a modular, structured format so that all machine dependeat routines could easily be replaced to achieve a higher degree of portability. Assembler routines were necessary to obtain the fast response time that is so critical in the design of an editor. There are no operating system dependencies, and FORTRAN using Plot-10 Terminal Control System ( and fllesize (FSIZE) . The appropriate parameters are always immediately updated during the editing session. The screen format for Tekedit is given in Figure 1 , which also shows the fields reserved for status and error messages.
Tekedit is capable of creating files or modifying existing files. Lines of text can be inserted, deleted, and duplicated. Blocks of lines can be moved or copied anywhere in the file outside the range of the block.
Arbitrary strings are selectively modified and located within user given zone limits that establish the columns defining the search field. Changes can affect a specified number of lines or they can be global, beginning at the current line and continuing to the end of the file.
A listing of the current format and functional description of Tekedit commands is given in the Appendix. An updated listing reflecting any additions or revisions can be requested by typing HELP.
USING TEKEDIT
The most important concept in using Tekedit is that of the current line.
All commands that modify the contents or change the structure of the file use the current line as a reference. It is defined as the first line of the current page representing the window into the file. Insertion of text begins after this line and any modifications start at this line and continue for the specified number of lines, or to the end of the file for a global change. If no value is specified, only the current line is affected by the commands.
Moving or copying blocks of data requires the size of the block, including the current line, to be entered. A new current ILne is then defined by scrolling or otherwise changing the window into the file, to the location where the text is to be inserted.
All interaction with the editor is through a two-line dialog area.
Commands should only be entered when prompted by the string '?'. Entering commands before being prompted for input can produce unpredictable results.
finding the editing session using either the QUIT (file is not updated) or FILE (file is updated) commands resets the Tektronix 4114 terminal parameters and deletes all local segments. In addition, dialog area is disabled and reset to its default position (0,0). If a FILE command is issued and any of the file identifiers are changed, a new file is created with the specified filename, filetype, and filemode.
USING TEKEDIT UNDER VM/CMS
Tekedit is invoked by issuing the command TED IT filename, filetype, filemode. If the filemode is not specified, Al is assumed.
In order to improve the response time of Tekedit when editing source code. It Is highly recommended that the serialization data in columns 73 -80 be deleted. This can be accomplished using the DELSER KEDIT macro for existing files, and by Including the command SET SERIAL OFF In PROFILE XEDIT to Insure new files will not contain serialization data.
In addition to modifying the contents of a file, certain file attributes can also be altered. The logical record length, record format, truncation column, zone field, and file Identifiers can all be set to any legal value.
Changing the logical record length of the file may result In smaller text to insure lines of text are within the screen boundaries defined by Tekedit. Inserts 'Text' after the current (TOP) line.
Duplicates N copies of the current (TOP) line. If N is not specified, 1 is assumed.
Defines the current line after which text is to be moved or copied (see MOVE or COPY command).
Defines the current line before which text is to be moved or copied (see MOVE or COPY command).
Establishes the zone field for locate and change commands as columns N and NN. If N or NN are not specified, 1 and LRECL are assumed.
Defines truncation columns of the file as N. If N is not specified, LRECL is assumed.
Defines logical record length of file as N. If N is not specified, no change is made.
Changes the filename of the file to 'text'.
Changes the filetype of the file to 'text'.
Changes the filemode of the file to 'text'.
Changes the record format of the file to 'text'.
'text' = 'F' or 'V only.
Ends editing session without making any permanent changes to the file. 
